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Abstract

A label setting algorithm for solving the Elementary Resource Constrained Shortest Path Problem, using node resources
to forbid repetition of nodes on the path, is implemented. A state-space augmenting approach for accelerating run times is
considered. Several augmentation strategies are suggested and compared numerically.
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1. Introduction

Given a directed graph which has a (possibly neg-
ative) cost associated with each arc, a number of re-
sources, each of them having a specified limit, and a
nonnegative quantity of each resource consumed on
each arc, the Elementary Resource Constrained Short-
est Path Problem (ERCSPP) is to find the least cost el-
ementary path (with no repeated nodes) between two
specified nodes such that the accumulated quantity of
each resource consumed on all arcs in the path does
not exceed its limit. The ERCSPP is NP-hard in the
strong sense (simple transformation from the longest
path problem; alternatively, see[6]).
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LetG=(V ,A) be the directed graph, whereV is the
set of nodes,|V |=n, andA is the set of arcs,|A|=m.
We considerR resources, whereR�1. We denote the
resource limit vector byW = (W1, . . . ,WR) ∈ ZR+,
so Wr is the limit for resourcer. For each arc
(i, j) ∈ A we denote the arc cost bycij ∈ R and
the resource quantity consumed along the arc by
wij = (w1

ij , . . . , w
R
ij ) ∈ ZR+, wherewr

ij represents
the amount of resourcer which is consumed when
arc (i, j) is used. Throughout this paper we assume
that for all arcs(i, j) ∈ A there exists a resource
r ∈ {1, . . . , R} such thatwr

ij >0, i.e.,w
r
ij �= 0 (we

already assume thatwr
ij �0).

For any pathp in the graph, we denote the set of
arcs that lie alongp by A(p). The cost of the path
p is c(p) = ∑

(i,j)∈A(p)cij and the resource con-

sumed alongp isw(p)= (w1(p), . . . , wR(p)), where
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wr(p) = ∑
(i,j)∈A(p)wr

ij , for all r = 1, . . . , R. The
ERCSPP is the problem of finding an elementary path
p in G from s to t which minimizesc(p) subject to
the constraint thatwr(p)�Wr for all r = 1, . . . , R.
We say that a pathp that satisfieswr(p)�Wr for all
r = 1, . . . , R is resource feasible. Note that although
we use a simple, additive, notion of path feasibility, it
is not hard to adapt the approach we adopt for more
general resources constraints, such as time windows.
Furthermore, this model can easily be adapted to re-
sources that are consumed on nodes, rather than on
arcs. Such a resource can be modelled as a resource
consumed on arcs by applying the quantity of resource
consumed on the node to all arcs entering the node. It
is important to note that our path costsc arenot re-
stricted in any way and the graphG is not assumed to
be acyclic, so there may be negative cost cycles, in-
deed it is precisely this case that we wish to address.
Our motivation for studying the ERCSPP comes

from its application in column generation methods.
For example, the subproblem for a column genera-
tion approach to the short-haul aircraft rotation prob-
lem [2] seeks paths in the flight connection network
(in which nodes represent flights) that have negative
reduced cost and total flying time no more than that
allowed for an aircraft between maintenance stops.
Other criteria, such as the number of days, or number
of flights, may also be limited. This can be modelled
as an ERCSPP in which arc costs model reduced costs
and resources are used to model flying time, elapsed
time, or number of flights. Since the schedule period is
typically a day, which is much shorter than the maxi-
mum interval between maintenance, negative cost cy-
cles may appear in the graph. Another example is the
subproblem for the vehicle routing problem with time
windows (VRPTW), which consists of finding a neg-
ative reduced cost vehicle route that respects vehicle
capacity and time window constraints (see for exam-
ple [5]). This can be modelled as a general resource
constrained form of the ERCSPP in which the costs
model the reduced costs and the resources model the
customer demands and travel times.
In practice, the non-elementary relaxation is solved,

i.e., routes that visit customers more than once are al-
lowed (although cycles of length 2 in the routes are
usually prohibited). Branch-and-bound is used to elim-
inate such routes. Other examples of successful col-
umn generation approaches that use the relaxation of

the ERCSPP as a subproblem are those of Lavoie et
al. [12] for air crew pairing or Graves et al.[8] for
flight crew scheduling.
While several papers in the literature address the

problem of eliminating cycles of length 2 in the opti-
mal solution of the non-elementary relaxation of the
ERCSPP, not much work investigates the elimination
of all cycles. Eliminating cycles of length 2 in the
context of shortest path algorithms was first addressed
by Houck et al.[9] and Christofides et al.[4]. Their
method has been the standard procedure used to elim-
inate 2-cycles since.
Beasley and Christofides[3] gave a zero-one integer

programming formulation of the ERCSPP in which
the prohibition on visiting nodes more than once in
the paths is modelled via an additional resource for
each node, which we refer to as anode resource. Each
of these resource has a resource limit of one. When
a path visits a node, one unit of the resource corre-
sponding to that node is consumed and the resource
limit is reached. Thus the path cannot visit the node
again. The result is a Resource Constrained Shortest
Path (RCSPP) formulation, withn additional (node)
resources, each having a resource limit of one. We re-
fer to this RCSPP as theRCSPP with node resources.
Standard dynamic programming approaches to solve
this RCSPP will have running time exponential in the
number of node resources, and so will be exponential
in n. Beasley and Christofides discarded this formu-
lation as unlikely to solve the problem in reasonable
time and did not conduct any computational tests.
The idea of associating a resource with each node

was later developed by Kohl[10]. Kohl suggested us-
ing a state space relaxation of a dynamic programming
algorithm for the RCSPP with node resources, where
node resources are only included forsomenodes. This
will yield a relaxation of the ERCSPP, which could
be solved to yield an optimal path which may contain
cycles. A resource associated with some node that is
repeated along the optimal solution could be added
to the set of node resources included and the RCSPP
with node resources re-solved. If the new solution ob-
tained still contained cycles, the procedure could be
repeated; an extra resource associated with another re-
peated node could be added. Kohl also proposed an
acceleration of this method making use of the obser-
vation that if two nodes cannot be on the same path,
thesameresource can be associated with both nodes.
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As in the case of Beasley and Christofides the ideas
were not implemented and therefore no numerical ex-
periments were conducted.
The same idea was taken up recently by Feillet et

al. [7]. They introduced the notion of strong domi-
nance for enhancing the procedure, which appears to
be equivalent to the acceleration idea of Kohl[10].
The difference between the two is that Kohl uses it in
order to limit the size of the state space, while Feillet
et al. maintain a full-dimensional state space and try
to accelerate the method from the point of view of the
running time. Feillet et al. present results for a number
of problems obtained from Solomon’s data set[13].
Results are presented for the method when no acceler-
ation is used and for the method that takes advantage
of the acceleration idea, with the latter solving more
problems. Feillet et al.[7] also solve the LP relax-
ation of the VRPTW column generation formulation,
with (general constrained) ERCSPP subproblems, and
compare the bounds obtained with those of Kohl et
al. [11], who also used column generation, but with
a non-elementary relaxation subproblem. The results
showed fairly minor bound improvements, although in
some cases these were enough to yield an integer LP
solution.
Feillet et al.[7] also suggested an extension of the

method: instead of having one resource associated
with each node, resources are associated with subsets
of nodes; no pair of nodes contained in the same sub-
set can appear on the same path. Once a subset is
visited, the resource corresponding to it is consumed.
However this extension was not tested numerically.
In this paper we use the idea of node resources and

employ the label setting method for solving RCSPPs
with node resources. We adopt the suggestion of Kohl
[10] and include node resources for onlysomenodes.
Our main innovation is to propose, implement, and test
several strategies for selecting which node resources to
include and for iteratively augmenting the set of node
resources included. As far as we are aware, this is the
first time any method with iterative augmentation of
the set of node resources has been implemented and
tested numerically.

2. Algorithms for forbidding repetition of nodes

In this section we consider a relaxed form of the
ERCSPP, in which we seek a resource feasible path

of minimum cost, such that no node in a given set
S ⊆ V is visited more than once, i.e. is repeated. We
describe a modification of the label setting algorithm
for the non-elementary form of the problem to solve
the relaxed problem, where each node inS is treated
as a resource, with a resource limit of one. We discuss
preprocessing steps, give a general form of the label
setting algorithm, and then define the resources and
the procedure for creating new labels.

Definition 2.1. Given a pathp= (i0, i1, . . . , il) in the
graphG= (V ,A) and given a nodej ∈ V , we define
themultiplicity of j in p, denotedMp(j), to be the
number of times nodej appears inp, i.e.,Mp(j)=|{k :
0�k� l, ik = j}|.

The relaxed form of the ERCSPP, which we denote
by S-ERCSPP for given setS ⊆ V , may be defined
as the problem of finding a pathp in G from s to t
which is resource feasible, minimizesc(p), such that
each nodej ∈ S has multiplicity no more than one in
p, i.e., such thatMp(j)�1 for all j ∈ S. Clearly if
S = ∅ this is simply the non-elementary form of the
resource constrained shortest path problem, whilst if
S = V this is just ERCSPP.

2.1. Preprocessing of the ERCSPP

Our preprocessing procedure consists of two
main steps. The first follows closely the method
of Aneja et al. [1], reducing the number of nodes
and arcs in the graph by considering least re-
source paths from the path start node to each node
in the graph and from each node in the graph to
the path destination node, for each resource. Any
node or arc which cannot be used to complete a
path from the start to the destination node with-
out violating a resource limit can be deleted from
the network. The procedure is repeated until no
node or arc can be deleted. Our second step is
to solve the all-pairs shortest path problem on the
graph, with lengths set towr , for each resourcer,
so the problem is solvedR times altogether. We
use wr

ij to denote the quantity of resourcer con-
sumed along the least resource path from nodei
to node j, for all nodesi, j ∈ V and all resources
r = 1, . . . , R.
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2.2. A general label setting algorithm

In this section we describe the label setting method
of Desrochers et al.[5] with a slight modification to
make use of information obtained from preprocessing.
The algorithm uses a set oflabels for each node.

Each label on a node represents a different path from
nodes to that node and consists of a vector represent-
ing the cost and resource usage of the path. For each
label on a node, any other label on that node with
lower cost must have at least one greater resource el-
ement. In what follows, we will want to use extra re-
sources (in particular, node resources), to model the
multiplicity constraints, so in this section we consider
resource vectors of lengthR′, whereR′ �R. We for-
malise these ideas below, whereIi is the index set of
labels on nodei and for eachk ∈ Ii there is a corre-
sponding pathP k

i from s to i havingrth resourceWrk
i ,

for r = 1, . . . , R′, and costCk
i . Writing Wk

i to denote

the vector of all resources,(W1k
i , . . . ,WR′k

i ), we use
(Wk

i , C
k
i ) to denote thelabel and refer toP

k
i as the

corresponding path.
For (Wk

i , C
k
i ) and(W

l
i , C

l
i ) two labels correspond-

ing to two different paths,P k
i andP

l
i , froms to nodei,

we say that(Wk
i , C

k
i ) dominates(W

l
i , C

l
i ) if and only

if Wk
i �Wl

i , (i.e.,W
rk
i �Wrl

i for all r = 1, . . . , R′),
Ck
i �Cl

i , and the labels are not equal.A label(Wk
i , C

k
i )

is said to beefficient if it is not dominated by any
other label at nodei, i.e., if (w(P ), c(P )) does not
dominate(Wk

i , C
k
i ) for all pathsP from s to i, where

w(P ) = (w1(P ), . . . , wR′
(P )). A path is said to be

efficient if the label it corresponds to is efficient.
The label setting algorithm, given below in Algo-

rithm 2.1, finds all efficient labels on every node. Start-
ing with no labels on any node, except for the label
(0,0) on nodes, the algorithm extends the set of all
labels bytreatingan existing label on a node, that is,
by extending the corresponding path along all outgo-
ing arcs. We useLi to denote the set of labels on node
i and Ti ⊆ Ii to index the labels on nodei which
have been treated. The label chosen to be treated is the
lexicographically minimal untreated label, where we
say a vector of resourcesw1 is lexicographically less
than vectorw2 if for somer ′ ∈ {1, . . . , R′}, wr

1 = wr
2

for all r = 1, . . . , r ′ − 1 andwr ′
1 <wr ′

2 . The algo-
rithm proceeds until all labels have been treated. Note
that it is assumed that the preprocessing steps have

already been performed, so thatw is available to the
algorithm.

Algorithm 2.1. The general label setting algorithm
(GLSA)

Step0: Initialization

SetLs = (0,0) andLi = ∅ for all i ∈ V \{s}.
Initialize Ii accordingly and setTi = ∅ for
eachi ∈ V .

Step1: Selection of the label to be treated

if
⋃

i∈V (Ii\Ti) = ∅ then
stop; all efficient labels have been generated,
returnP∗ = {P k

t : k ∈ It }, the set of paths
corresponding to labels on nodet

elsechoosei ∈ V andk ∈ Ii\Ti so thatWk
i is

lexicographically minimal.

Step2: Treatment of label(Wk
i , C

k
i )

for all (i, j) ∈ A

if create _new_label (i,(Wk
i , C

k
i ), j,(W

′, C′))
then
if (W ′, C′) not dominated by any label inLj

then
setLj =Lj ∪ {(W ′, C′)}, remove any domi-
nated labels fromLj , and updateIj .

SetTi : =Ti ∪ {k}.
gotoStep 1

In the treatment of a label, we must create new la-
bels resulting from the extension of the correspond-
ing path along all outgoing arcs. We take account of
preprocessing in doing so. To treat a label(W,C) on
nodei, we consider the extension to each nodej with
(i, j) ∈ A. UnlessW +wij +wjt �W, the extension
cannot be extended to a feasible path froms to t, in
which case there is no point considering it. Otherwise,
we may create a new label(W +wij , C+cij ) on node
j. Formally, the procedure for creating a new label in
theGLSAis as follows:

create _new_label (i, (W,C), j, (W ′, C′))
if Wr + wr

ij + wr
jt >Wr for somer ∈

{1, . . . , R} then returnFALSE
elsesetW ′ = W + wij andC′ = C + cij
and returnTRUE.
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2.3. Resources and new label creation

To solve theS-ERCSPP, we define|S| new re-
sources, one for each node inS, resulting inR′=R+|S|
resources in total. The limits for the new resources are
all one, so we extendWr =1 for all r=R+1, . . . , R′.
We can also extend each resource vector on an arc
(i, j) ∈ A according to

wr
ij =



1, if node j is the (r − R)th node inS,

or if i = s and s is the (r − R)th
node inS,

0, otherwise

for r = R + 1, . . . , R′, where now we must orderS.
Thus for pathp originating at nodes, wR+r (p) is the
multiplicity of the rth node inS in the pathp.
We modify the procedurecreate _new_label

described in Section 2.2 in order to make use of the
strong dominanceintroduced by Feillet et al.[7]. The
idea is to set the “node-resource” component of the
resource vector in the new label to one for each node
in S that cannot be reached from the current node,
due to original resource constraints. Implicitly, it is
as if the corresponding path has used these nodes,
since they, like the nodes inSwhich have already been
visited, cannot be visited by extensions of the path.
With this modification the new label is more likely
to be dominated. The procedure for creating a new
label is given in detail below, whereer denotes therth
standard basis vector inRR′

.

create _new_label (i, (W,C), j, (W ′, C′))
if Wr + wr

ij + wr
jt >Wr for somer ∈

{1, . . . , R} then returnFALSE
else
setW ′ = W + wij andC′ = C + cij
for eachl ∈ S such thatW ′r +wr

jl >Wr

for somer ∈ {1, . . . , R}
Let q be such thatl is theqth node inS.
if W ′

R+q = 0 then setW ′ = W ′ + eR+q .
returnTRUE

We name the general label setting algorithmwith re-
sources and label creation procedure as defined above
GLSA(S). It is not hard to see thatGLSA(S) solves the
S-ERCSPP. Note that ifS = V thenGLSA(S) is just
the method of Feillet et al.[7], with a small modifica-
tion to make use of preprocessing information, and if
S = ∅ thenGLSA(S) is simply the usual label setting

method for solving the non-elementary form of the
problem. It is not hard to see that with the appropriate
data structures, the worst-case complexity ofGLSA(S)
is O(|A|∏R

r=1(Wr +1)2|S|). So clearly, the complex-
ity increases exponentially with the size ofS. There-
fore finding small setsS is desirable. In what follows,
we useP∗(S) to denote the set of paths returned by
GLSA(S).

2.4. State space augmenting algorithms

We now consider several methods for solving ERC-
SPP, making use of the algorithmGLSA(S) for solving
theS-ERCSPP. It is important to observe that the value
of S-ERCSPP is a lower bound on the value of ERC-
SPP, sinceS-ERCSPP is identical to ERCSPP, except
that the multiplicity constraints on the nodes inV \S
are relaxed. Thus if some minimum cost path found
by GLSA(S) is elementary, it must be an optimal so-
lution to the ERCSPP. Our hope is that for someS
consisting of relatively few of the elements ofV, the
solution to theS-ERCSPP will in fact be elementary.
In all cases, we begin by solving the non-elementary

problem, i.e., we setS = ∅ and solve theS-ERCSPP
usingGLSA(S). We then examine the paths generated
(those returned inP∗(S)) and based on these, deter-
mine a set of nodes to add toS. We repeat the proce-
dure until a minimum cost path found byGLSA(S) is
elementary, in which case we may stop, assured that
this path is an optimal solution to the ERCSPP. In all
cases the nodes selected appear in at least one cycle in
some path inP∗(S). If the method is applied to solve
column generation subproblems, in which a negative
cost elementary path is sought, the method may actu-
ally be terminated earlier, as soon as such a path, (not
necessarily the least cost path), is found byGLSA(S).
In what follows, we usep∗

S to denote a cheapest, i.e.,
least cost, path inP∗(S). The general state space aug-
menting algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.2.

Algorithm 2.2. The general state space augmenting
algorithm (GSSAA)

Perform preprocessing to reduce the network
and findw.
SetS = ∅.
RunGLSA(S) to obtainP∗(S) and hencep∗

S .
while p∗

S is not elementarydo
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update _set _S(S,P∗(S))
RunGLSA(S) to obtainP∗(S) and hencep∗

S .
Returnp∗

S .

In what follows we give several alternative ap-
proaches to augmentingS. The first algorithm we
consider increases the setS by one node, the node
with highest multiplicity in a cheapest path inP∗(S),
i.e., in p∗

S . We note that if there are several cheap-
est paths, the first one found will be used, and if
there are several nodes with highest multiplicity in
this path, the first one found will be added. The
procedure for updating the setS, i.e. the content of
update _set _S(S,P∗(S)), is given in detail below,
for each approach.

Highest multiplicity on the optimal path (HMO):
Find i ∈ V that maximizesMp∗

S
(i).

SetS = S ∪ {i}.
The next algorithm we consider uses a similar pro-

cedure for updating the setS; the only difference is
thatall nodes with highest multiplicity in the cheapest
path are added to the setS, instead of just one. Thus
the cardinality ofSincreases faster with each iteration.

Highest multiplicity on the optimal path—all
nodes (HMO-All):

Find i ∈ V that maximizesMp∗
S
(i).

SetS = S ∪ {j ∈ V : Mp∗
S
(j) = Mp∗

S
(i)}.

Our third proposal of updating the setSis by adding
to the setSall the nodes with multiplicity greater than
one in the cheapest path.

Multiplicity greater than one on the optimal
path—all nodes (MO-All):

SetS = S ∪ {i ∈ V : Mp∗
S
(i)>1}.

The next algorithm uses an updating procedure that
adds all nodes which have multiplicity greater than
one insomepath inP∗(S).

Multiplicity greater than one on some
path—all nodes (M-All):
SetS = S ∪{i ∈V : Mp(i)>1, ∃p ∈P∗(S)}.

It should be clear that the algorithms progress from
“most conservative” to “least conservative” in terms of
the rate at which nodes are added toS: the algorithm
that uses theHMOprocedure has the slowest rate while

the algorithm that uses theM-All procedure has the
highest rate.
In addition to the state space augmenting algo-

rithms, we also implemented the algorithm withS
initialized to be the set of all vertices,S = V , which
is very like the approach of Feillet et al.[7]. In this
case, the procedure of updatingS will be run only
once. We denote this procedure byAll.

3. Numerical experiments

We tested all algorithms on randomly generated test
problems, all having a single resource (R = 1). The
problem generator we used is a modified version of
the generator provided by Cherkassky et al. in SPLIB
[14] for the Shortest Path Problem. Our generator does
not allow parallel arcs and produces problems that
have the randomly generated resource associated with
each arc inversely proportional to its cost (modulo
randomization). Our generater is parameterized by the
number of nodes in the network, the arc density of the
network, the proportion of arcs having negative cost,
a parameter� ∈ (0,1) that controls how arc resources
are generated, and a parameter� ∈ Z+ that controls
the resource limit. Initially, the costca of each arca ∈
A is set to be a randomly generated integer between 0
and 101. After these values are generated, the resource
wa associated with each arca is generated according
to the formula

wa = 1+
⌊

�C
ca + 1

⌋
+ nrand

(⌊
C

ca + 1

1− �2

�

⌋)
,

wherenrand(l) is the function which randomly gener-
ates an integer between 0 andl written by Cherkassky
and Goldberg[14] andC is the maximum cost of an
arc over all arcs in the graph. The resource limitW
is generated by taking the sum of all arc resources,
dividing by 2� and rounding down. Finally, we cal-
culate an integer to subtract off all arc costs to ensure
that the desired proportion of arcs have negative cost
and set the final cost of each arc to be its initial cost
minus this integer.
After extensive numerical testing, we found that the

difficulty of the problems generated in this manner
is quite sensitive to the choice of� and �. The pa-
rameter� affects the degree of “variability” in the arc
weights. Values of� closer to one will yield problems
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with arc resources drawn from a very narrow range of
values. As� approaches zero, the range of resource
values broadens rapidly. The parameter� affects the
number of arcs that can appear in feasible paths, i.e.,
feasible pathlength; higher values of� yield shorter
feasible paths. For all experiments reported in this pa-
per, we used� = 0.163 and chose� so that “average”
feasible path length was about 10. Decreasing� for
the same value of� increases problem solution time
roughly proportionately (dividing� by 10 increases
solution times 10-fold). Decreasing� for the same
value of� increases problem solution times by a fac-
tor of roughly 50 for every five-node increase in av-
erage path length. Increasing either� or � for these
values, for the range of other problem parameters re-
ported in this paper, produces problems very easily
solved by the best method. So, as one might expect,
problem difficulty increases with increasing variabil-
ity in arc resource values and with increasing feasible
path length. Our choice of� and� to report here was
made to reflect the kinds of values one might see in
realistic problems and to permit detailed comparisons
to be made across all algorithms; lower values lead
to greatly inflated run times for the worst algorithms,
while higher values lead to very short run times for all
algorithms, making meaningful comparison difficult.
We report numerical results (algorithm run times

and memory usage) for a range of the other prob-
lem generator parameters: number of nodes, arc den-
sity, and negative cost arc proportion. For each choice
of parameters we generated one hundred problem in-
stances. One factor that makes reporting these results
difficult is the high degree of variability in run times
(and memory usage) observed across randomly gen-
erated problems generated with identical parameters.
Even with one hundred problem instances, we find
90% confidence intervals about the mean run times
are quite wide, with widths about a half to two-thirds
the value of the mean. Looking at histograms of run
times, on an exponential scale (e.g. with bars of the
histogram representing the number of problems solved
in less than 1, 2, 4, 8 s, and so on), we find that the
bars are almost level, with a small peak at smaller run
times. Similar observations can be made about mem-
ory usage. This must be kept in mind when reading our
reports of average absolute run times and memory us-
age. Howeverrelativerun times (and relative memory
usage measures) were quite a bit more reliable, having

much narrower 90% confidence interval widths about
the mean. Thus our reports of averagerelative algo-
rithm performance provide a reliable indication of the
relative performance across all problems.
For each algorithm, we record the number of iter-

ations, i.e., the number of times the “while loop” is
repeated, which is equivalent to the number of times
GLSA(S) is run with non-emptyS. We also record
the largest number of labels used in runningGLSA(S)
over all iterations: this is our measure of memory us-
age. We record the number of nodes inSat the end of
the algorithm and the total time taken in CPU seconds.
In Tables 1–5we report summary results on problems
having a range of characteristics. Each line of a table
represents an average result, averaged over a group of
one hundred different randomly generated problems,
generated using identical parameters as input to the
random problem generator. We report the number of
nodes in each problem in the group, the number of
arcs, and the percentage of arcs which have a nega-
tive cost, in case these values are not the same for the
whole set of results presented in a table. If some of the
values are constant for all groups, we do not mention
them in the tables (only in the table caption).
The first set of results is split into two tables:

Tables 1and2. Table 1contains results on the mem-
ory and time usage of the algorithms, whileTable 2
contains results on the number of iterations and the
size of the setS. In Table 1, for the algorithm that
uses theHMO updating procedure,GSSAA(HMO),
we report the average of the maximum number of la-
bels used in solving each of the problems in the group
in the column labeled̂L. For each of the other algo-
rithms, we report the average ratio of the number of
labels required by the algorithm to solve the problem
divided by the number required byGSSAA(HMO),
over all problems in the group. To be more precise,
if lprock denotes the maximum number of labels used
over each iteration of the algorithm that uses the up-
dating procedureproc to solve thekth problem in the
group,L̂= 1

100

∑100
k=1 lHMOk , and the entry recorded in

the column labeledL/L̂ for GSSAA(proc) is given
by 1

100

∑100
k=1 (l

proc
k / lHMOk ), whereproc ∈ {HMO −

All,MO−All,M−All, All}. Similarly, we record the
average CPU time in seconds needed to runGSSAA
(HMO) in the column labeled̂T and for each of the
other algorithms, in the column labeledT/T̂ , we re-
port the average ratio of the time required by the
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algorithm to solve the problem divided by the time
required byGSSAA(HMO).
In Table 2we report on the number of iterations

and the number nodes which needed to be added to
S, to solve the problem. ForGSSAA(HMO) we report
in the column labelled|Ŝ| (%) the average|S| at the
end of the algorithm as a percentage of the number
of nodes in the network,|V |. We also report the aver-
age of the number of iterations required to solve each
of the problems in the group, in the column labeled
N̂ = ˆ|S| (in theHMO algorithm,|S| increases by one
at each iteration, so the final|S| is equal to the num-
ber of iterations in all cases). For each of the other
algorithms, we report the average ratio of the num-
ber of iterations required by the algorithm to solve the
problem divided by the number required byGSSAA
(HMO). This is recorded in the column labeledN/N̂

for each of these algorithms. We also report, in the
column labeled|S|/ ˆ|S|, the average ratio of the|S| re-
quired by the algorithm to solve the problem divided
by the|S| required byGSSAA(HMO), over all prob-
lems in the group.We do not report such results for the
last algorithm considered,GSSAA(All), as there are
no “iterations” for this algorithm and|S| = |V | in this
case. For simplicity, we label the columns correspond-
ing to the algorithms by their updating procedure.
Tables 3–5present the results on memory, time,

number of iterations, and size ofS together, for the
GSSAA(HMO) algorithm.
All algorithms are programmed in C, use common

subroutines, and are run on an Intel Xeon Pentium
(3.2GHz) with 512KB Cache and 1GB RAM. We fi-
nallymention that we considered a time limit of 30min
for all algorithms.
It is clear fromTable 1that in terms of both time and

memoryGSSAA(HMO) is the best, (all ratios for the
other algorithms are at least one), andGSSAA(All)
is by far the worst. We see that the maximum number
of labels required is generally correlated with the total
time required in all algorithms. What is interesting is
that there is a clear degradation in the algorithm per-
formance as the algorithms become more aggressive
in their state space augmentation, with time and mem-
ory increasing markedly across the table. We see quite
dramatically in this table how the state space augmen-
tation approaches need orders of magnitude less time
and memory to solve the problem, compared with the
approach ofGSSAA(All).
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Table 2
Number of iterations and final|S| for the first four algorithms. (Recall thatGSSAA(All) only performs one iteration and in this case
|S| = |V |)
Problem group Algorithm
characteristics

|V | |A| % neg. HMO HMO-All MO-All M-All

cost |Ŝ| N̂ = |Ŝ| N/N̂ |S|/|Ŝ| N/N̂ |S|/|Ŝ| N/N̂ |S|/|Ŝ|
arcs (%)

30 435 20 13.14 3.94 0.72 1.60 0.64 1.86 0.46 2.29
30 435 25 20.53 6.16 0.63 1.44 0.51 1.71 0.36 2.05
50 1225 15 5.37 2.68 0.84 1.92 0.81 2.27 0.64 2.99
150 16762 10 2.99 1.99 0.80 2.41 0.74 2.94 0.60 5.11

30 435 30 27.00 8.10 0.573 1.393 0.457 1.607 0.336 1.976

50 1225 20 10.71 5.36 0.66 1.75 0.57 2.24 0.43 2.80
100 4950 15 4.55 4.55 0.67 1.94 0.56 2.31 0.431 3.401

100 9900 15 7.2316 7.2316 0.6142 1.9842 0.4849 2.5149 0.3569 3.6769

Each line in the table represents average results for each problem group. Each group contains 100 problems that were generated using
identical parameters. A superscript indicates the number of problems in the group that werenot solved within 30min. If a superscript
appears, then the result reported is an average over the remaining problems (the problems that were solved).

Table 3
Memory, time usage, number of iterations forGSSAA(HMO) for problems with 50% arc density, for which the number of nodes increases

Problem group Algorithm Problem group Algorithm
characteristics characteristics
(20% neg. arcs) (10% neg. arcs)

|V | |A| HMO |V | |A| HMO

L̂ T̂ N̂ = |Ŝ| L̂ T̂ N̂ = |Ŝ|
30 435 2298 0.02 3.94 100 4950 3146 0.06 1.87
40 780 7036 0.24 4.36 150 11175 8428 0.32 2.41
50 1225 20640 3.37 5.36 200 19900 14065 0.81 2.36
60 1770 462013 26.023 6.353 250 31125 23715 2.05 2.77

The percentage of negative cost arcs is kept constant. The average result for labels is rounded down. The left side of the table presents
results for problems with 20% negative cost arcs and the right side of the table presents results with 10% negative cost arcs. A superscript
indicates the number of problems in the group that werenot solved within 30min. If a superscript appears, then the result reported is an
average over the remaining problems (the problems that were solved).

In Table 2, we can see that the final|S| for GSSAA
(HMO) is substantially less than|V |, as we had
hoped. The average|S| ranges from 2.99% to 27%
of |V |. For the more aggressive augmentation algo-
rithms the proportion becomes larger, in some cases
reaching 50%.
In the rest of the paper we investigate the difficulty

of the ERCSPP. For simplicity, we present only results
obtained for the best algorithm,GSSAA(HMO).

The size of the problem is a key factor in determin-
ing the difficulty of an ERCSPP. We testedGSSAA
(HMO) on several sets of problems with the same arc
density and percentage of negative cost arcs, but vary-
ing numbers of nodes. The results are presented in
Table 3. We see that the number of labels created in-
creases significantly with increase in the number of
nodes (and implicitly arcs). A dramatic increase in
computational time is also recorded.We note that three
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Table 4
Memory, time usage, and number of iterations forGSSAA(HMO) for problems with 50 nodes and 15% negative cost arcs for which the
arc density increases

Problem group characteristics Algorithm
HMO

Arc density (%) L̂ T̂ N̂ = |Ŝ|
40 1714 0.02 2.21
60 4392 0.07 3.29
80 9927 0.46 4.64
90 15075 1.86 5.11
100 19188 3.33 5.32

The average result for labels is rounded down. A superscript indicates the number of problems in the group that werenot solved within
30min. If a superscript appears, then the result reported is an average over the remaining problems (the problems that were solved).

Table 5
Memory, time usage, and number of iterations forGSSAA(HMO) for problems with 30 nodes and 435 arcs for which the percentage of
negative cost arcs increases

Problem group characteristics Algorithm

HMO

% neg. cost arcs L̂ T̂ N̂ = |Ŝ|
20 2298 0.02 3.94
25 13636 1.99 6.16
30 60904 49.77 8.10
35 11578935 192.2035 9.3535

The average result for labels is rounded down. Each group contains 100 problems generated with identical parameters. A superscript
indicates the number of problems in the group that werenot solved within 30min. If a superscript appears, then the result reported is an
average over the remaining problems (the problems that were solved).

problems from the last group with 20% negative cost
arcs could not be solved in less than 30min. The size
of the setSalso increased with problem size.
The difficulty of the ERCSPP also increaseswith the

arc density of the problem. We tested the algorithms
on several groups of problems for which the number
of nodes and percentage of negative cost arcs was kept
unchanged, along with all other parameters, while the
arc density in the graphs was increased. The results in
terms of running time and memory used are presented
in Table 4. As expected,GSSAA(HMO) took more
time and used more memory to solve the problems
when the size of the graphs increased. We see that|S|
too increased with arc density.
Another important factor that determines the diffi-

culty of an ERCSPP is the proportion of negative cost
arcs in the graph. We tested the algorithms on several
sets of problems that were generated using the same

initial parameters with the exception of the percent-
age of the negative cost arcs in the graph. The results
for GSSAA(HMO) are presented inTable 5. We see
that with every increase in the proportion of negative
cost arcs, the run time increased by at least an order of
magnitude, and the maximum number of labels cre-
ated also increased dramatically. We see that|S| too
increased substantially with the percentage of negative
cost arcs.

4. Conclusions and future work

State space augmenting strategies can obtain opti-
mal solutions in significantly less computation time
than if the full state space is used from the outset. More
conservative strategies are generally better, and with
these strategies much harder problems can be solved
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in modest computing time. In the future we intend to
apply this method within column generation, to con-
sider Lagrangian relaxation of some of the node mul-
tiplicity constraints to improve lower bounds earlier,
and to consider removing node resources at each iter-
ation, as well as adding them.
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